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Professional Multicore Programming: Design and Implementation for C++ DevelopersWrox Press, 2008
Professional Multicore Programming: Design and Implementation for C++ Developers
    In order to increase overall system performance, computer manufacturers have opted to add more processors rather than increase clock frequency. In turn, if you want an application to benefit from the next new processor, that application will...
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Musical Performance: A Comprehensive Approach: Theory, Analytical Tools, and Case StudiesSpringer, 2010

	This book is a first sketch of what the overall field of performance could look like as a modern scientific field but not its stylistically differentiated practice, pedagogy, and history. Musical performance is the most complex field of music. It comprises the study of a composition’s expression in terms of...
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Entity Framework 4 in ActionManning Publications, 2011

	Yatta, we did it! We wrote a book about Entity Framework! It’s not our first book, but
	it’s the first one written in English and distributed worldwide. It was a great challenge,
	but having the opportunity to spread the word about Entity Framework made it worth
	the effort. Entity Framework is a great tool that speeds up the...
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User-Centered Agile Methods (Synthesis Lectures on Human-Centered Informatics)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010


	Agile methods have transformed how developers think about organizing the development of a

	project. Rather than months (or years) of development, followed by months of field test leading

	up to a release, agile methods organize development into short iterations with continuous testing

	and a flexible release date. The agile approach...
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Generative Adversarial Networks Projects: Build next-generation generative models using TensorFlow and KerasPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Explore various Generative Adversarial Network architectures using the Python ecosystem

	
		Key Features

		
			Use different datasets to build advanced projects in the Generative Adversarial Network domain
	
			Implement projects ranging from generating 3D shapes to a face aging...
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Hybrid Algorithms for Service, Computing and Manufacturing Systems: Routing and Scheduling SolutionsIGI Global, 2011

	
		In a global, highly competitive environment, organizations face increasing economic pressure and customer demands for more complex products and services. Hybrid algorithms have the potential to play an important role in helping organizations achieve cost reduction and increased product development.

	
		Hybrid Algorithms...
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Python Cookbook, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2005
Like its predecessor, the new edition offers a collection of  solutions to problems that Python programmers face everyday. Updated for Python  2.4, it now includes over 200 recipes that range from simple tasks, such as  working with dictionaries and list comprehensions, to complex tasks, such as  monitoring a network and building...
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Hybrid Learning: 4th International Conference, ICHL 2011, Hong Kong, China, August 10-12, 2011Springer, 2011

	Welcome to the 4th International Conference on Hybrid Learning (ICHL 2011).
	After spending ICHL 2010 at the Beijing Normal University and ICHL 2009
	at University of Macau, we are back to Hong Kong with our new host, The
	University of Hong Kong’s School of Professional and Continuing Education
	(HKU SPACE).

...
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Learning the bash Shell, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 2005
This refreshed edition serves as the most valuable guide yet to the bash shell. It's full of practical examples of shell commands and programs guaranteed to make everyday use of Linux that much easier. Includes information on key bindings, command line editing and processing, integrated programming features, signal handling, and much more!
...
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Practical Unix & Internet Security, Second EditionO'Reilly, 1996
This book is a practical guide to UNIX security. For users, we explain what computer security is, describe some of the dangers that you may face, and tell you how to keep your data safe and sound. For administrators, we explain in greater detail how UNIX security mechanisms work and tell how to configure and administer your computer for maximum...
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Corporate Ethics: How to Update or Develop Your Ethics Code so That it is in Compliance With the New Laws of Corporate ResponsibilityAspatore Books, 2003
Never has ethical business conduct received as much attention and focus as it does at present, in the wake of the far-reaching financial and societal effects of the dramatic collapses that have thundered through Corporate America. Whether your company is private, publicly-held, works with the government – either contractually or through...
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SNA & TCP/IP Integration HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 1998
Find the information you need. Fully 35% of business networks run the SNA protocol developed by IBM. Yet TCP/IP is the protocol of the Internet, with growing acceptance as the networking standard. As a result, many corporate computing environments face the daunting prospect of migration or integration. To handle these complex jobs, you couldn't be...
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